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I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

L n 25 January 2013, the Prosecuti n filed a motion ("M ti n') eeking to admit into 

evidence two statements of Alija Jsakovic ' Witness"), pur uant to Rules 89 ( ) and 92 quater of 

the Tribunal's Rules of Procedme and Bvidenc ("Rules') . 1 On 12 February 201 the Mladic 

Defence ("Defence',) filed a response ("Re ponse ) calling for the Chamber to deny the Motion in 

its entirety, or alternatively to exclude from admission those pmtions of the statemeo emanating 

fro m hearsay.2 On 19 February 2013 the Prosecution filed a motion seeking leav to reply to the 

Re ponse ("Request for Leave to Reply '), 3 

II. SUBMISSIONS OF THE PARTIES 

Th Prosecution informs the bamber U1at the Witness i decea ed as c nfirmed by the 

death certificate attached as Annex C to the Motion.4 It argues that the two tatements brought 

fmward for admission into evidence are sufficiently reliable. 5 The Prosecution furth r submits that 

b th statements are corroborated by other Prosecution witnesses, as well a by documentary 

evidence and adjudicated facts. 6 Moreover it argues that the statements are relevant to and 

probative of crimes charged in the Indictment including the scheduled detention fa ·iHties Cl 6.1, 

16.3 and sch duJed incident 814.2.7 The Prosecution further submit that the profli r d evidence 

do not relate directly to the acts and c uduct of th Accused.8 Finally the Pros ution does not 

seek admission of associated exhibits related t th Witness.9 

be Defence does not taice issue with the unavailability of the Witne s but submits tbat the 

p1offered vidence is unreliable as the statements predominantly ' provide hear ay evidence from 

unlmown sources, which should not be admitted without the Defence having bad an opportunity to 

cro -examine the Witness. 1° Furthermore, it submits that portions of the proffered evidence touch 

Prosecution Motion to Admit the E idence of Alij a rsakovic (RM040) Pursuant to Role 2 Quater with Public 
Annexes A, B and C, 2 - January 2013 para, 17; Annex A. 

2 Defenc Response to Prosecution Motion to Admit the vidence of Alija Tsakovic (RM040) Pursuant to Rule 92 
Qua/er, 12 •ebruary 2013, para. 13. The Defence first filed an incon·ect response to the Motion, notifying the 
Chamber thereof on 12 February 2013 filing the corre t response on the same date. The hamber accepts this late 
filing. 

3 Prosecution Motion Seeking Leave to Reply to Defeo e Response to Prosecution Motion to Adm.it the Evidence of 
A lij a lsakovic (RM-040) Pursuant to Ru le 2 Quaier. J 9 February 2013. 
Motion, paras 2, 6; Annex C. 

5 Motion paras 7-9. 
ft Motion paras 2, 11 . 
7 Motion paras 12-13. 
8 Mo ion para .. l 6. 
9 Motion, para. J 0. 
10 Response, paras 7-8. 
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on live issues of the case. 11 With respect to the tatement given to Bosnian authorities, the Defence 

av rs that it was not taken under oath and lacks an attestation. 12 Finally it ontend that n ne f the 

matt rs raised in the statement are corroborated by any other witness in this cas .13 

ill. APPLICABLE LAW 

4. The Chamber recalls and refers to the applicable law governing th admission of evidence 

pursuant to Rule 92 quater of the Rules, as set out in a previous decision. 14 

lV. DISCUSSION 

5. The Chamber is not convinc d that th reply would be of assi tance in it consideration of 

the otion and therefore denies the Request for Leave t Reply 

e Chamber has been provided with the death certificate of the Witness and is tbtt 

satisfied of his unavailability pursuant to Rule 92 quater oftbe Ru1es. 

7. With regard to the Defence's claim that th witne s has not attested to the statement he gave 

to the Bosnian auth01ities, the Chamber ob erves that the testimony given t the Bosnian authorities 

is signed by the Witness confuming that he di tated the statement personally. 1n th tatement the 

witne gave to the l TY in 1999 he attested to the accuracy of the 1993 tatement and re-signed it. 

The statement given to the I TY was r ad back to the Witness in a languag which he under tood 

b an interpreter certified by the Registry of the Tribunal , and the Witness ' signat\1r verifies that 

the tatement was given voluntarily and is true to the Witness's be t knowledge and r collection. 

8. As for the Defence' s assertion that portions of the proffered evidence are unreliable because 

the statements contain hearsay evidence, the Chamber recalls that hear ay evidence is, in principle 

admissible before the Tribunal. The Chamber finds that the examples of hearsay evidence objected 

to by the Defence cannot be construed s constituting "a significant amo1.mt" of the evidence 

pro ided by th Witness. It notes that with respect to his evidence on mat rial elements of the 

Indictment the ource of the Witnes 's know! dge is dit-ect with informati n emanating from his 

own per onal e p riences of the take-over of Rogatica and the time he was detained at Vlahovic 

condary School and in Rasadnik. TI1 Chamb r furthermore notes that th evidenc given in the 

tatements is cumulative to that of Witne s -081, who testified about the take- ver of Rogatica 

11 Response, para. IO. 
12 Re ponse, para. 11 . 
13 Ibid. 
14 Decision on Prosecution Motion to Admit the Ev idence of Witness Rt\1-266 Pw·suant to Rule 92 Quater, 23 July 

2012, paras 10-12. 
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and the detention of Muslim men and women in Vlahovic Secondary School, events also dealt with 

in the testimony of Sefik Hurko, who additionally provided evidence on the detention centre in 

Rasadnik. Witnesses RM-006 RM-037, and RM-041 are expected to give further evidence on these 

three events. Furtherm.ore, Witness RM-037 is expected to testify pursuant to Rule 92 ter of the 

Rules, providing a possibility for cross-examination on events related to the detention centre in 

Rasadnik. Based on the foregoing, the Chamber finds the statements provided by the Witness to be 

sufficiently reliable for the purposes of Rule 92 quarter of the Rules. The Chamber finiher 

considers that the proffered evidence does not relate directly to the acts or conduct of the Accused. 

9. With regard to the requirements f Rul.e 89 (C) of the Rules, the Chamber finds that the 

proffered evidence is relevant to the case as it relates to crimes allegedly committed within the 

indictment period, in particular to scheduled detention facilities C16.1, CI6.3 and scheduled 

incident Bl4.2. Since reliability is a component of the probative value of evidence, th.e Chamber 

considers there is no need to re-examine this aspect of the proffered evidence where a detemunation 

of reliability has already been made pursuant to Rule 92 quater (A) (ii) of the Rules. 

10. Based on the foregoing, the Chamber therefore considers both statements to be suitable for 

admission pursuant to Rule 92 quate1• of the Rules . 

V. DISPOSITION 

11 . For the foregoing reasons, pursuant to Rules 89 (C) and 92 quater of the Rules, the Chamber 

DENillS the Prosecution's motion seeking leave to rep1y to the Response; and 

GRANTS the Motion and ADMITS into evidence: 

(i) The ICTY Witness Statement of Alija Isakovic dated 22 January 1999, ERN 

0069-1943-0069-1949; 

(ii) The Statement of Alija Isakovic given to the Bosnian Authorities dated 30 

March 1993, ERN 0069-1950-0069-1955; and 

INSTRUCTS the Prosecution to upload the admitted documents into eCotui within two weeks; and 
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REQUESTS the Registrar to assign exhibit numbers to the admitted documents and inform the 

parties and the Chamber of the exhibit number assign d, 

Done in English and in French th English version being authoritativ . 

Dated this twenty-fourth day of June 2013 
At The Hague 
The Netherlands 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 
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